The distribution of depth in which a cosmic ray air shower reaches its maximum number of particles (X max ) is studied and parametrized. Three functions are studied for proton, carbon, silicon, and iron primary particles with energies ranging from 10 17 eV to 10 20 eV for three hadronic interaction models: EPOS-LHC, QGSJetII.04, and Sibyll2.3c. The function which best describes the X max distribution of a mixed composition is also studied. A very large number of simulated showers and a detailed analysis procedure were used to guarantee negligible effects of undersampling and of fitting in the final results. For the first time, a comparison of several functions is presented under the same assumption with the intention of selecting the best functional form to describe the X max distribution. The Generalized Gumbel distribution is shown to be the best option for a general description of all cases. The Log-normal distribution is also a good choice for some cases while the Exponentially Modified Gaussian distribution has shown to be the worst choice in almost all cases studied. All three functions are parametrized as a function of energy and primary mass.
I. INTRODUCTION
The relative abundance of particle compositions in ultra-high energy cosmic rays (UHECR) is of key importance in the understanding of their acceleration mechanisms and interactions with extra-galactic radiation fields. The maximum particle energy of each source, the probability of escape from the acceleration region, the luminosity of the sources classes, the mean free path of the interaction on the way to Earth and the deviation angle in the magnetic fields are examples of fundamental astrophysics phenomena which depend on the particle type (mass and/or charge). A major improvement in our understanding of UHECR physics will not be possible without a precise determination of the abundance of each particle type. With this in mind, the two most important UHECR observatories (The Pierre Auger and the Telescope Array Observatories) are implementing upgrades to enhance their capabilities to determine the relative abundances of particles arriving on Earth.
At these energies, the particles hitting Earth, called primary particles, are not directly observed. Their interaction with the atmosphere generates a cascade of particles which is measured by telescopes and ground detectors. The properties of the primary particle can be reconstructed from the detected signal of the shower. The most used and reliable parameter to determine the primary particle's type is the depth at which the cascade reaches its maximum number of particles (X max ). These extensive air showers are very complex branching processes whose stochastic behavior, although well understood in terms of particle interaction processes, cannot be solved analytically. Thus, fluctuations of important global quantities such as X max have no known functional form. In this sense, one always has to rely on Monte Carlo simulations to understand the intrinsic fluctuations of extensive air showers. Moreover, an approximation to the functional form of global variables can only be determined by the parametrization of simulated quantities.
Constant improvements in the fluorescence technique have allowed the Pierre Auger Observatory to measure X max with a systematic uncertainties of about ± 8 g/cm 2 [1] and the TA Collaboration quotes systematic uncertainties of ± 17.4 g/cm 2 [2] . The resolution in X max are quoted to be smaller than 25 g/cm 2 for the Pierre Auger Observatory measurements. The precision in measuring X max is such that new studies are based on the full distribution instead of only its moments [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
In this context, a good understanding of the X max distribution shape is mandatory since many steps in the analysis procedures depend on knowing a priori its expected shape. Some functions have been proposed to describe the X max distribution [6, 7] but no comparison between them is available. In this paper, three functions are used to describe the X max distribution and a detailed statistical comparison between them is presented. The purpose of this paper is to select the best description of the X max distribution and parametrize its dependencies with energy and mass.
This study is based on Monte Carlo simulations of air shower which are discussed in section II. In section III, the functions used to describe the X max distribution are presented and discussed. Section IV presents the results of the fits and section VI presents the conclusions.
II. SIMULATION OF X MAX DISTRIBUTIONS
Large samples of extensive air showers were simulated using the software CONEX [8] .
This software is an implementation of a one-dimensional hybrid model of the longitudinal development of particle cascades which has been extensively tested [6] . Four atomic nuclei were considered: proton, carbon, silicon and iron (A = 1, 12, 28 and 56, respectively) with energies ranging from 10 17 eV to 10 20 eV in steps of 1 in log 10 (E 0 /eV). The incident zenith angle of the primary cosmic rays was set to 75 o . The longitudinal development was sampled in steps of 10 g/cm 2 until they reach sea level, corresponding to a slant depth of 3860 g/cm 2 . The energy cutoff for hadrons, muons, electrons, and photons is 1 GeV, 1 GeV, 1
MeV and 1 MeV, respectively. Given the known dependence on hadronic interaction models [9] [10] [11] , three post-LHC hadronic interaction models were considered: EPOS-LHC [12] , QGSJetII.04 [13] and Sibyll2.3c [14] . For each combination of primary mass, energy and hadronic interaction model, 10 6 showers were simulated.
CONEX provides the depth at which a shower reaches its maximum number of particles (Xmx variable in CONEX output) and the depth at which the energy deposit profile reaches its maximum (XmxdEdX in CONEX output). These variables were compared and a maximum difference of 0.8 ± 3.4 g/cm 2 between them was found in all simulated cases.
Given that the difference between these variables is very small, much smaller than the uncertainties of the measurements, the depth at which the shower reaches the maximum number of particles (Xmx=X max ) was used in the following calculations. around the point with the maximum number of particles. Showers with two maxima in the longitudinal profile, the so-called double bump showers [15] , for which the depth of shower maximum is not an unambiguously defined quantity, are removed from our analysis.
The fraction of removed profiles is below 0.4% for all combinations of primary, energy and hadronic model. 
III. PROPOSED FUNCTIONS TO DESCRIBE THE X MAX DISTRIBUTIONS
In this section, three functions are studied to parametrize the X max distributions: Exponentially Modified Gaussian, Generalized Gumbel, and Log-normal. They are going to be explained below and, whenever possible, an interpretation of their parameters is going to be given. The motivation for each function is also going to be briefly explored.
A. Exponentially Modified Gaussian distribution
The Exponentially Modified Gaussian (EMG) distribution was proposed in [6] to describe X max distributions. It is motivated by the assumption that X max can be decomposed as
where X f irst is the depth of the first interaction and ∆X max represents the shower development after the first interaction. While X f irst is known to have an exponential distribution with the mean free λ, the distribution of ∆X max is unknown.
The simplest approach is to assume that ∆X max is normally distributed with an average µ and variance σ 2 , so that X max is distributed according to the convolution of an exponential and a Gaussian. The resulting function is:
where erfc(x) is the complementary error function.
The EMG has three parameters that can be interpreted in terms of extensive air showers physics. λ, µ and σ are related to the decay factor of the exponential, the depth of maximum of the distribution and the width of the distribution, respectively. σ and λ influence both the width and the mean of the X max distribution in different ways, mathematically
The EMG function has already been employed in studies such as the determination of X max moments from Pierre Auger Observatory [1] , the comparison between Pierre Auger Observatory and Telescope Array X max data [3] and the proposal of new methods to study the mass composition from real X max data [4] .
B. Generalized Gumbel distribution
The Gumbel distribution arises in the field of extreme value statistics to describe the frequency of extreme events (either minimum or maximum) in series of independent and identically distributed random variables [16] . The Generalized Gumbel distribution (GMB) [17] is written as
Note that for λ = 1 one recovers the standard Gumbel distribution. Equation 2 was proposed by reference [7] to describe X max distributions.
The importance of the GMB distribution in extreme value statistics and its relation with the statistics of sums [18] can give some insight on its use to describe the X max distribution.
Suppose a series of random variables X k is exponentially distributed according to
It has been shown in reference [19] that the sum ∞ k=0 X k converges exactly to equation 2 after a convenient shift and re-scaling of X k . That is, the asymptotic sum of exponentially distributed random variables with increasing amplitudes converges to a GMB distribution.
Based on it, it is possible to interpret X max as a sum of interaction depths of multiple generations of particles, similar to the model proposed in reference [20] , but with variable interaction lengths, and to write
where η is the number of generations of particles. If η → ∞ the distribution of the sum converges to equation 2. In this scenario, the mean free path of the first interaction is given by σ/λ. The scale parameter σ describes how fast the average interaction lengths change between generations of particles. The location parameter (µ) of equation 2 is introduced to shift the mean of the distribution.
For finite η, the sum above follows a beta-exponential distribution [21] :
where B(x, y) is the beta function, defined for x, y ≥ 0. If a location parameter (µ) is added to the beta-exponential distribution, it could as well be considered a candidate to describe X max distributions. The beta-exponential distribution was tested following the method explained below, however, it did not show any improvement in the description of X max distribution in comparison to the GMB. Since the beta-exponential function has one parameter more than the GMB, it was decided to keep only the GMB for further studies which in total has also three parameters.
C. Log-normal distribution
The log-normal distribution is characteristic of stochastic processes where the variable of interest can be written as a product of independent and identically distributed random variables so that its logarithm is normally distributed according to the central limit theorem.
The log-normal distribution (LOG) proves to be difficult to interpret in terms of extensive air showers. However, as it will be shown later, it provides a good description of X max distributions. The probability density function is given by
, if x > m .
(6)
It has three parameters m, µ and σ related to the position of the peak, the width of the distribution and the length of the tail, respectively.
IV. FITTING THE X MAX DISTRIBUTIONS
The X max distributions of each combination of primary mass, energy and hadronic interaction model were fitted using the three functions presented in the previous sections. The best description of the X max distributions was achieved by searching for the three parameters in each function which resulted in the maximum likelihood. The X max distributions were not binned (unbinned fit). The Minuit [22] library available within the ROOT analysis framework [23] was used in the fitting procedure. to the smallest log-likelihood in each case. The first notable fact in table I is that the EMG distribution has the worst likelihood value for every primary, energy and hadronic interaction model except one: Silicon -10 20 eV -EPOS-LHC for which the log-likelihood value is slightly better than the GMB fit. This makes the EMG distribution the worse selection among the three functions described here to describe X max distributions of single primary particles.
The GMB and LOG distributions represent similar good description of the X max distributions. The LOG distribution performs better for low mass primaries (proton and carbon) and the GMB distribution performs better for heavier primaries (silicon and iron). But the differences between the quality of the fit of GMB and LOG are only marginal.
A. Mixed composition
The X max distributions of events with energy between 10 18 and 10 19 eV measured by the Pierre Auger Observatory can be better described by a combination of primary particles rather than a pure element [5, 24] . The simulated X max distributions were mixed following the fraction which best describes the Pierre Auger data as shown in reference [5] and table II. Auger Observatory [5] at the energies used in this paper.
V. PARAMETRIZATION OF X MAX DISTRIBUTIONS AS A FUNCTION OF EN-ERGY AND MASS
The three proposed functions were used to fit the simulated X max distributions for proton, carbon, silicon and iron with energies ranging from 10 17 eV to 10 20 eV in steps of 1 in log 10 (E 0 /eV). Each function has three parameters as shown in section III. These parameters were modeled as a function of primary energy and mass. The proposed functional form is:
where a(A) = a 0 + a 1 log 10 A + a 2 (log 10 A) 2 ,
c(A) = c 0 + c 1 log 10 A + c 2 (log 10 A) 2 . 
VI. CONCLUSION
The X max distribution is of great importance in UHECR studies and some functional forms have been proposed to describe it. In this paper, for the first time, three functions are selected, explained, and compared to simulated X max distributions. A large sample of showers (10 6 ) was generated for each case in a wide range of parameters space: four atomic nuclei were considered: proton, carbon, silicon and iron with energies ranging from 10 17 eV to 10 20 eV and three hadronic interaction models: EPOS-LHC, QGSJetII.04, and
Sibyll2.3c. The primaries were also mixed with fractions given by the best description of the Pierre Auger Observatory data.
In total three functions were tested. Two were taken from the literature: Generalized
Gumbel distribution [7] and Exponentially Modified Gaussian distribution [6] and one was proposed here: Log-normal distribution. All functions have three parameters. The parameters were fitted to the simulated X max distributions and the result is shown in table IV.
The goodness of the fits allows the prediction of the first and second moments of the X max distribution with a maximum error of 2 and 3 g/cm 2 , respectively.
The function that shows an overall best description of the X max distributions is the Generalized Gumbel distribution, followed by the Log-normal distribution. In some specific cases, the Log-normal distribution has a slightly better fit to the simulated distributions.
However, in many other cases, the Generalized Gumbel distribution is much better than the Log-normal distribution. In studies of measured X max distribution, it is not possible to know beforehand which is the primary particle. Moreover, the hadronic interaction model dependence of the analysis must be minimized. For those reasons, the Generalized Gumbel distribution is proposed here as the best choice because it shows the best description for most of the cases. The Exponentially Modified Gaussian distribution is the one which most poorly describes the simulated showers among the three functions studied for almost all cases. 
